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A.   Assurances
A. The school’s Academic Plan is based on a Comprehensive Needs 

Assessment of the entire school. Multiple forms of data including performance, 
demographic, process, and perception which included measures that are collected 
and used in the ESSA Hawaii State Plan. For more details, see the Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment Data Narrative and the CNA Data Report. 

B. The school’s Academic Plan is developed with a variety of stakeholders.  
Our planning team included parents, members of the community, and individuals 
who will implement and monitor the plan such as teachers, school leaders, 
paraprofessionals, and other school staff determined by the school.  Planning team 
members and their roles are listed below:

1.  John Thatcher, Director
2.  Romeo Garcia, Vice Principal
3.  Shinji Salmoiraghi, Community representative Governing Board
4.  Cortney Pruess-Greene, parent, special education teacher
5.  Rowena Mansanas, parent, paraprofessional

C. The school’s Academic Plan and its implementation will be regularly 
monitored. The school is responsible for developing and updating an 
Implementation Plan that aligns to the Academic Plan. 

D. The school’s Academic Plan will be revised as necessary based on student 
needs. Any revisions made to this plan will be reviewed with the planning team 
and shared with the Governing Board. All revisions must be reflected in the school 
budget plans. 

E. The school’s Academic Plan is available to the public while protecting the 
privacy of students and staff. This plan is accessible to parents in appropriate 
languages when practicable. Any private or identifiable information is redacted 
from the plan prior to posting to your website. 

By signing below and submitting your plan, you are acknowledging that you 
understand and agree to the assurances above.

Role Name E-Signature Date

School Leader John Thatcher

7/14/20

Governing Board 
Chair Dr. Libby Oshiyama

7/14/20



B.   Overview 

 Student Performance Challenges (Performance Challenges) describe areas of 
low student academic achievement that the school is committed to improving. 
Schools focus on 1-3 challenges. 

 Performance Targets are goals for improved performance in those challenge 
areas for the next 3 years. 

 Major strategies have been designed to address the performance challenges and
achieve performance targets. There may be more than one major strategy used to
address a performance challenge or alternatively, a single strategy might address
more than one performance challenge.

 Key Actions support the implementation of the major strategies and describe the
milestones necessary to make the strategy work.  By identifying the various 
funding sources for each key action, schools can consider how best to leverage
multiple funding sources for a single school priority.  For the purpose of 
reviewing this document, Federal Programs Team (FPT) and The Hawaii 
Department of Education are only interested in ensuring allowable use and 
technical compliance for Federal Title Funds.  However, FPT may use the plans to
identify commonalities across the charter complex area in order to best utilize 
complex area funding and to partner with other stakeholders to scale  resources 
and opportunities across the state. 

 The Implementation Plan (separate from this plan) is a more granular 
document to be used to drive the short term work involved in hitting the key 
actions.  By keeping the implementation a school-facing, flexible document, 
implementation tasks can be kept current and be modified easily. 

 For schools offering preschool:  While the Performance Challenges must be 
based on the academic performance of K-12th grade students, the strategies and 
key actions for delivering those strategies can be the same as, or informed by,  
the strategies in the preschool/early learning grant.  By including early learning 
strategies and funding to support schoolwide strategies, both funding and school 
improvement focus is aligned and leveraged to have the maximum impact.
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C.   Plan Snapshot
Performance Challenge I Performance Challenge

II
Performance Challenge

III

Low levels of academic 
achievement with 
relatively higher learner 
growth trends (as 
measured by annual 
MGP scores for ELA and 
Math tests) indicate a 
continued need for 
students to see relevant,
real-world applications 
of concepts and skills 
taught at school.

The school has always 
served a population with 
a high rate of socio-
economically 
disadvantaged families. 
Decades of research has 
shown that economically
disadvantaged students 
often perform poorly in 
school regardless of the 
quality of their 
education. Over 40% of 
the variation in average 
reading scores and 
almost half in math 
scores can be correlated 
with variation in child 
poverty rates. This 
achievement gap widens 
as income inequality 
increases.

The school also serves a 
significant population 
where intensive and 
strategic assistance is 
needed to help students 
become successful 
readers. Low SBAC test 
scores for high school 
students with IEP’s 
triggered the  school 
being identified as TSI-
CU under ESSA. 
Learning to read begins 
with the development of 
a knowledge base 
through experiences in 
the early years of life. 
Young children learn to 
understand and use 
spoken language 
through meaningful 
interactions with others 
and early experiences 
with text. Children vary 
in the experiences they 
bring to learning to 
read. Cultural factors 
can enhance the 
variances. The level of 
intellectual stimulation 
as a child usually 
determines the child’s 
level of struggling in 
school with the arts of 
language. An insufficient
foundation in reading, 
writing, and speaking 
does not equip students 
with the skill sets 
required to be successful
in most disciplines 
taught in school. 
Students that do not 
have early experiences of
success at learning 
become increasingly 
frustrated with academic
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difficulty. Early 
identification and 
interventions for young 
struggling readers is 
critical.

Identified Root Causes and Contributing Conditions (CNA)  

 Many students do not value or see the relevancy of education
 Traditional academic intervention supports are not effective for many students
 Many teachers need a greater inventory of academic and social intervention 

strategies to promote increased learning potentials for struggling students

Performance Target
SY 2022-2023

Performance Target
SY 2022-2023

Performance Target
SY 2022-2023

ELA and Math MGPs for 
all tested students will 
be greater than or equal 
to 60.

ELA, Math, and Science 
proficiency average rates
for all tested students 
will rise by at least 9%.

Using the Renaissance 
mastery model, 85% of 
all students will reach 
their projected mastery 
reading level by the end 
of the school year.

SY 2021-2022 SY 2021-2022 SY 2021-2022

ELA and Math MGPs for 
all tested students will 
be greater than or equal 
to 55.

ELA, Math, and Science 
proficiency average rates
for all tested students 
will rise by at least 7%.

Using the Renaissance 
mastery model, 80% of 
all students will reach 
their projected mastery 
reading level by the end 
of the school year.

SY 2020-2021 SY 2020-2021 SY 2020-2021

ELA and Math MGPs for 
all tested students will 
be greater than or equal 
to 50.

ELA, Math, and Science 
proficiency average rates
for all tested students 
will rise by at least 5%.

Using the Renaissance 
mastery model, 75% of 
all students will reach 
their projected mastery 
reading level by the end 
of the school year.

Major Improvement Strategies to Address Root Causes & Performance Challenges

 A strong inquiry-based component to the curricula will allow for individualized
rigor and relevance, thus keeping students challenged and motivated.

 Employ transformational personalized learning practices to help students 
learn to emotionally regulate thier worries about high-stakes testing.

 Use valid, reliable, actionable data and insights to inform instruction and 
support individual student growth.
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D.   Academic Plan 
I. Major Improvement Strategy 1: Relevancy

Description: Many students do not value or see the relevancy of their 
education. Learning can be transformed through meaningful learning 
activities that both engage emotionally and connect with what students 
already know and value. Teachers must use a greater inventory of 
academic and social intervention strategies to promote increased learning
potentials for struggling students.

SY 2020-2021: Key Action Steps, Necessary Resources, Funding Sources

Key Actions Funding Source (indicate all that apply)

A. Employ a common instructional 
framework that provides a vision of what
success looks like for all students 
(especially those living in poverty). 

Title I- General 
18902
Title I- Fam Eng
18935
Title II- Non HQ
20696
Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

B. Support learning through the use of 
technology that connects teachers to 
people, data, content, resources, 
expertise, and learning experiences that 
empower and inspire them to provide 
more effective teaching for all learners. 

Title I- General 
18902
Title I- Fam Eng
18935
Title II- Non HQ
20696
Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

C. Utilize the instructional approaches and 
techniques, tools, skills and expertise 
required to use technology effectively to 
support learning. 

Title I- General 
18902
Title I- Fam Eng
18935
Title II- Non HQ
20696
Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

D. Use job-embedded professional 
development that starts with data 
collection to address the particular 
needs of each teacher.

Title I- General 
18902
Title I- Fam Eng
18935
Title II- Non HQ
20696
Title II- PD 

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed
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20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Early Learning

E. Use ongoing and interactive professional
development in the classroom that 
involves modeling, team teaching, and 
reflective observation and feedback. 

Title I- General 
18902
Title I- Fam Eng
18935
Title II- Non HQ
20696
Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning
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II. Major Improvement Strategy 2: Transformational Personal  
Learning Practices

Description: Creation of dynamic relationships between teachers, 
students, and a shared body of knowledge to promote student learning 
and personal growth.

SY 2020-2021: Key Action Steps, Necessary Resources, Funding Sources

Key Actions Funding Source (indicate all that apply)

A. Transformational Personal Learning Practices 
are universal and the process applies to all 
students.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

B. Transformational Personal Learning Practices 
encompass the whole person:  personally, 
professionally, mentally, physically and 
socially.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

C. The work is built from the bottom up, utilizing 
experiential learning to create breakthroughs.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning

D. Equity and Democracy guide the work to help 
students develop their voice and practice 
democratic learning and leading.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning
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E. The process is strength and passion based to 
help students develop talents and interests 
that are rooted in positive psychology.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen 
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

❏ Early Learning
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III. Major Improvement Strategy 3: Academic Intervention 
Supports

Description: Raising standardized test scores must by a concerted effort 
by the entire staff. This effort will include extensive data analysis, focused
professional development, frequent monitoring of student progress, 
practice testing throughout the year, promoting a growth mindset and 
self-motivation, curbing absenteeism, and personalization.

SY 2020-2021: Key Action Steps, Necessary Resources, Funding Sources

Key Actions Funding Source (indicate all that apply)

A. Provide effective data on which to base 
interpretations of students’ response to 
intervention to all teachers and school 
leadership team.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

❏ Title II- PD 20697
❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
❏ Per Pupil/ Gen 

Funds
❏ No Funding 

Needed
❏ Early Learning

B. Provide the information needed for 
teachers to understand the full range of 
instruction and interventions available 
to be used to ensure that core 
instruction and more intensive 
interventions are integrated across the 
three levels of instruction (tiers).

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

❏ Title II- PD 20697
❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
❏ Per Pupil/ Gen 

Funds
❏ No Funding 

Needed
❏ Early Learning

C. Ensure that interventions are 
implemented the way they are intended 
to be done for the data collected to be 
useful.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

❏ Title II- PD 20697
❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
❏ Per Pupil/ Gen 

Funds
❏ No Funding 

Needed
❏ Early Learning

D. Provide intervention support and 
documentation. Intervention support 
strategies will be provided for up to 10 
weeks and will include both the 
frequency of support and the content of 
the support.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

❏ Title II- PD 20697
❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
❏ Per Pupil/ Gen 

Funds
❏ No Funding 

Needed
❏ Early Learning

E. Conduct intervention support meetings ❏ Title I- General 
18902

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools
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two or three times per week for the first
two weeks, two times per week for the 
next two weeks, and one time per week 
for the remaining six weeks. During 
these meetings the student data will be 
reviewed with the regular education 
teacher. The intervention support staff 
will determine if any barriers to 
intervention implementation exist and 
how they can be mitigated.

Title I- Fam Eng
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

❏ Title II- PD 20697
❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Other grant
❏ Per Pupil/ Gen 

Funds
❏ No Funding 

Needed
❏ Early Learning
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IV. Other Improvement Efforts
These improvement efforts may not be directly related to your MAJOR improvement strategies 
but still require attention and funding. Use this section to describe those efforts and how they 
are aligned to a need identified through the CNA process. 

Key Action Steps &
Resources

Rationale Based on
Needs Assessment

Funding Source (indicate all that
apply)

To support the 
potential need for 
virtual learning 
(COVID-19), effective 
online instruction must 
establish relevant, 
challenging yet 
achievable learning 
outcomes within 
students’ zone of 
proximal development.

Addresses Root Cause 
focused on students’ 
need to value or see 
the relevancy of their  
education.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

To support the 
potential need for 
virtual learning 
(COVID-19), 
assessment and 
feedback must be a 
major part of the 
virtual learning 
experience and match 
individual student’s 
learning outcome 
needs and the 
instructional strategies
that will be utilized.

Addresses Root Cause 
focused on teachers’ 
needs for a greater 
inventory of academic 
and social intervention
strategies to promote 
increased learning 
potentials for 
struggling students.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed

To support the 
potential need for 
virtual learning 
(COVID-19), virtual 
learning must establish
a supportive climate 
for all students.

Addresses Root Cause 
focused on traditional 
academic intervention 
supports not being 
effective for many 
students.

Title I- General 
18902

❏ Title I- Fam Eng 
18935

❏ Title II- Non HQ 
20696

Title II- PD 
20697

❏ CSI- 18927

❏ Kamehameha 
Schools

❏ Other grant
Per Pupil/ Gen
Funds

❏ No Funding 
Needed
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